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An Interview with Penda Mbaye of Tostan (translated from French) 

 
 
What experience at the Human Rights 
Defenders Forum had the greatest impact on 
you? Have you implemented elements of the 
Forum in your work or personal life?  
  
Sharing the experiences of the different 
participants had the biggest impact on me. The 
different experiences have shown that in most 
countries around the world, the people are 
deprived of their most basic rights by leaders who 
use primarily terror as a method of governance.  
 
Whether this terror is based on a religious pretext 
or not, it manifests itself in the repression of the 
people with their daily lot of dead and economic 
refugees or those fleeing the war. And it should be 
noted that in these countries women and children 
pay the highest price.  
 
In the current context of the world, the only alternative for the people is to free themselves from fear 
and to take back their destiny because the power of the dictator is proportional to the fear of the 
people. The more the people are afraid, the more the dictator is tyrannical. It first calls for an 
awareness of the people, from which power emanates, in order to be free from the fear of that same 
power. Citizens must not, in return for a hypothetical security - because it is always the argument 
brandished by the oppressors, renounce their freedoms. 
  
The Human Rights Defenders Forum has strengthened us personally by giving us a better 
understanding of the problems that communities face around the world and as part of our work, to 
reflect on approaches and strategies that can help to better respond to these human rights violations, 
and to reinforce our conviction that we must educate the people more by putting in place forms of 
education adapted to form responsible citizens, aware of their rights and duties but also equipped to 
find their place in social and economic life.  
 
We are working towards this goal to put an end to obscurantism by deploying literacy programs in 
national languages and empowering women in rural areas, by encouraging people to abandon 
harmful cultural practices such as the excision and marriage of young girls. 
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Please tell us about success in your work. What did you decide to do and how did you achieve 
your goals? 
 
We have been very successful in our work to promote human rights and we will just mention a few: 
  
- More than 7,700 communities have declared their abandonment of excision and child marriage 
- More participation of women and young people 
- Women elected to leadership positions 
- Birth registration 
- Community lobbying for health and education services 
- We have helped communities to prevent violence by setting up peace committees in their villages 
whose objectives are: to contribute to the long-term promotion of peace and security in West Africa, 
to engage and involve communities at the base of regional initiatives to promote peace and security, 
to promote peace and security within and between social networks. 
  
This has resolved hundreds of family, community and inter-communal conflicts through the 
organization of several cross-border meetings on peace and security issues. 
  
We have been able to achieve our goals through a holistic human rights education program that 
empowers communities to express their ideas in public, especially women and children, to 
understand their rights and responsibilities and to apply them in everyday life, to understand and to 
be able to apply the fundamental elements of democracy in their families, organizations, villages 
and at regional and national level. 
  
A program implemented in local national languages to enable community members who have never 
been to school to build their capacity in literacy, math, management skills and implementation of 
small projects. 
  
Knowing that the solutions to the problems facing the world will always come from the grassroots, 
we build the capacity of communities and leave them the choice to decide their own fate, and this 
positive approach that we use facilitates our work in communities as well as our credibility. 
 
 
What are the biggest obstacles to success in your job? How did you overcome them? 
   
Our biggest obstacle is the resistance of religious leaders to certain principles of human rights.  
 
To overcome these obstacles, we have included in our community capacity building program, a 
sharing workshop with religious leaders on human rights and religion to engage them more. And 
usually after these sharing workshops, religious leaders engage with us and develop outreach action 
plans within their communities.  
 
They carry out these activities during the ceremonies they lead as resource persons for everything 
related to religion (baptism, marriage, etc.).  
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What can the community, government, or interested person do to help and support your 
work?  
 
Ensure that all African communities can benefit from our Community Empowerment Program and 
help train other organizations on the content, strategy, methodologies and approach of our program 
through our trainings of ten days at the Tostan Training Center in English and French.  
 
To date we have trained 232 people (organization leaders and students) of 38 nationalities including 
78 people in partnership with the Carter Center.  
 
 
Defending human rights is a rewarding but difficult area of work. What helps you stay 
positive and focused in the face of adversity?  
 
Our main strength is that we work for ourselves first because when a person around the world 
suffers an injustice, a violation of his human rights, we say we are all guilty.  
 
The positive results that result from our work strengthen us in the face of difficulties. Whenever we 
manage to prevent or help resolve a case of human rights violations, it reinforces our perseverance 
and conviction because we tell ourselves that despite the difficulties we can always help end the 
human rights violation.  
 
The difficulties we face cannot be compared to the suffering of the oppressed.  
	


